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Learning Objectives, Problem Statement and 
Dataset 

In this Lab, we will walk through a statistical approach to predict equipment failure.  We will use sensor 

data taken from 100 engines prior to engine failure.  We will use the R scripting language to develop a 

predictive modelling equation that can be run in real time to predict engine failure before it actually 

happens.   

In a deployment with about 100 engines which are similar, sensor data such as rpm, burner fuel/air ratio, 
pressure at fan inlet, and twenty other measurements plus settings for each engine – for a total of about 
2000 tags – are available. On average, an engine fails after 206 cycles, but it varies widely - from about 
130 to 360 cycles.   

Using an open source tool such as R for machine learning, you will create a multivariate model to predict 
engine failures within approximately a 15 cycle window before they fail. The lab will walk through the 
end-to-end data science process – preparing the dataset, visually exploring it, partitioning the data for 
training and testing, validating the models using previously unseen data, and finally deploying the model 
with AF asset analytics for predictive maintenance. 

The lab consists of three parts:    

• Part I - Extract data from the PI System for a set of Engines’ operation parameters into a text file 

using PI Integrator for Business Analytics (BA) 

• Part II - Load the exported dataset from PI System into R, and utilize the functionality in R to 

perform machine learning on the dataset for prediction of engine failures. 

• Part III - Convert the output prediction logic from R into an equivalent equation in PI Analytics 

for continuous execution and prediction. 

 

The PI System Infrastructure and the Dataset 

Let’s start by looking at the AF model that represents the set of engines and take a look at the dataset 

for these set of engines. 

Open PI System Explorer from the 

Taskbar.  

 

In PI System Explorer, ensure that you are connected to the AF 

Server PISRV01 and looking at Engines database.  Select “Database” 

from the top toolbar and select “Engines” from the Select Database 

dialog. 
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The AF Database is quite simple, you should see a list of 100 elements at the root level of the database, 

each representing an engine: 
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Select an Engine element and look under the Attributes tab to see 

the set of attributes defined for the 21 sensors and 3 settings.  In 

this example, we have kept the attribute names short, i.e. “s3” for 

“sensor 3”.  This makes the R script easier to manage.  As you can 

see, these sensors map to the temperatures, pressures, rotation 

speeds, etc. measured for each engine.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Runtime attribute totalizes the minutes each engine has been running.  The Status attribute 

indicates the operating status of the engine - Started, Running, Failed, and Stopped. 

 

The attributes shown under the “Failure Prediction” category will be used in Part III of this lab.  They will 

contain the results of the predictive model we will implement.  
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Now, let’s look at the dataset we will be using for Part I. 

Right-click on the Status attribute and Trend the 

attribute 

 

 

 

 

 

Change the trend time range to start from 

20-Feb-2016 11:59:00 pm to 21-Feb-2016 

07:00 am and click the Refresh button.  

Although the runtime for each engine is 

different, this time range is long enough 

to examine every dataset.  

We have backfilled each engine’s dataset 

starting at 21-Feb-2016 12:00:00 am.  

We will be extracting this data for all 100 

engines in the next section using the PI Integrator for Business Analytics. 

For Engine_1, we see the engine’s operating states for the 

period, the spike at 21-Feb-2016 3:11 am indicates when the 

engine failed.  To overlay other sensor readings onto the same 

trend, right-click on one of the sensor attributes and choose 

Add to Trend. 
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Feel free to explore the AF model and the 

data further. Next step will be to prepare 

and export the data for all 100 engines to a 

text file. 
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Part I – Extracting PI System Data using the PI 
Integrator for Business Analytics 

The PI Integrator for BA is a tool developed by OSIsoft to support the integration of real-time operations 

data with various environments including: 

- Self-service BI Analytic tools like Microsoft Power BI, Tableau or Tibco Spotfire 

- Data Warehouse databases like Teradata, Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server 

- Big Data platforms like SAP HANA and Hadoop 

- Statistical analytics tools like SAS and R 

In this lab, we will be working with R for predictive analytics. Hence we will use the PI Integrator for BA 

to organize the dataset and publish data into a text file format that can be consumed by R. 

Access the PI Integrator for BA by opening Internet Explorer.  The default web site for the PI Integrator is 

https://pisrv01/ .  You should see the main page of the integrator, showing a list of previously 

configured views: 

 

To get started, select “Create Asset View” from the PI Integrator’s top menu. 

 

Next, you will be prompted to give your Asset View a name.  Enter a name and click “Create View”. 
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The first step in using the PI Integrator for BA is to select the data from an AF model.  Select the AF 

Server “PISRV01” and the AF Database “Engines”.  You should see the engine elements appear in the 

Assets hierarchy below. 

 

 

Select and drag one of 

the engine elements 

into the middle 

section under “Asset 

Shape”. 

 

When elements are selected, the pane below shows the list of 

the element’s attributes.  These can be selected ad dragged in to 

the “Asset Shape” area either individually or as groups. 
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Next, we want to select all the sensor attributes as 

well as the settings, runtime and status attributes 

and include them as part of the view.   

We can drag and drop all the attributes, but to 

simplify the process, let’s group the attributes by 

category. 

 

 

Select and drag the “Engine 

Sensor” category into the 

“Asset Shape” area and drop 

it as a child to the “Engine_1” 

element.  To do this you must 

position your cursor directly 

over the engine element 

shown in the “Asset Shape” 

region. 

 Repeat this for the “Engine 

Setting”, and “Engine Status” 

categories. 

 

 

 

 

After selecting the required attributes, we need to modify 

the asset shape to include all other engines that are based 

on the same template.  

Click on the edit (pencil icon) on the right of the selected 

engine.  This brings up a dialog to edit the asset selection 

filter shown below. 
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Uncheck the filter on “Asset Name” and check the filter 

on “Asset Template”.  This will expand our selection to 

include all 100 engines which have been derived from 

the “Engine” template in AF database.  

 

 

 

 

Click on Save button to confirm the changes. 

And you should see that 100 elements derived 

from the engines template have been found. 

Click Next at the top right-hand side of the page 

to move to the “Modify View” page (shown 

below).  

 

 

In the Modify View step, you specify the shape of the dataset to extract.  Shaping involves configuring 

the time range and interval, aggregations, and filters you want applied when publishing the dataset.   

 

 

As mentioned in previous section, the running data for the engines are backfilled for the time period 

between 21-Feb-2016 12:00:00 am to 21-Feb-2016 07:00:00 am.  Hence let’s change the start and end 

time of the view and click on Apply to update the view. 
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Using the “Edit Value Mode” dialog, we have the option to change how 

often we sample the data from PI System. The default selection is to 

interpolate values every minute. The data are backfilled at 1 minute 

interval, so we can keep the default setting. 

As we have seen in the previous section, engines are not running for the 

entire period from midnight to 7am.  For this analysis, we are only 

interested in the sensor data for the time period when the engines are 

running and status is not “Stopped”.  Hence we will filter and exclude data for periods when engine 

status is “Stopped”.   Click on “Edit Row Filters” to launch the dialog show below. 

 

Using this dialog, select String to add a new string 

filter and filter based on the Status attribute’s value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specify that for the “Status” column, any record containing the “Stopped” state (double quotes are 

required) should not be published.   Save String Row Filter and Close the “Row Filters” dialog. 

 

 
 

The last shaping step involves renaming and removing columns not required by the R script being used 

to analyze this data.  First, select the “Engine” column.  The “Column Details” panel will show up on the 

right-hand side of the page.  Change the “Name” field to “id” and Apply Changes. 
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Repeat this step by renaming the “Runtime” column to “cycle” (small letter “c”, R is case sensitive). 

 

Next, select the “TimeStamp” column.  In the Column Detail pane, select Remove Column.  Also remove 

the “Status” column.  We don’t need them for our analysis.  Note: Although we are filtering the data 

based on the “Status” column (not equal to “Stopped”), we do not need it in the published dataset. 

 

 
 

We are now ready to publish our dataset.  Select Next in the upper right-hand corner of the page to 

move to the “Publish” page of the PI Integrator for BA. 
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For Target Configuration, click on the 

drop down and select Text File. We 

are also going to perform a one-time 

publish of this view. Hence you can 

select Run Once. 

Click on Publish to get the PI 

Integrator to start publishing the 

dataset to a file. 

You will have to Confirm that this is 

Ok. 

 

Then you should be directed back to the page showing the existing list of views. The bottom of the page 

shows a run status of the publish action.  

 
Once the publication is finished, open the “Data Science Lab” (C:\Data Science Lab)  folder on the 

desktop.  You will see the text file you have just published.  It will be named with your Asset View name 

followed by a time stamp.   

 

We will use this file as input to the R script analysis in the next section of the lab.  
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Part II – Predict Equipment Failure Using 
Statistical Analysis 

From the Data Science Lab folder, select EngineScript.R and double-click to open it in R 
Studio. 

 

 

The screen below shows the R Studio user interface. 

 

 

The following sections show the output when you step through the script line by line via 
<<Run>>.  

The following pages have been extracted from the script document EngineAll.html (see Data 
Science Lab folder for the latest revision). 
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Read the PI Integrator file output  

 

 

 

Do some statistics and data munging 
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Plotting engine failure distribution 
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Closer look at Engine 1 - is there a correlation am ong the variables? 
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Use odd numbered engines for training 
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Extract principal components 
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Plot engine cycle in terms of PC1 and PC2 
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Predictive Equation 
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Part III – Ready the Prediction for Deployment usin g PI 
Analytics 

With the model trained in R, we have developed the equations that will allow us to predict the failures 

before they occur based on the engine sensor and settings data. These can be expressed as arithmetic 

equations and configured into the engine template in AF.  We can then run these calculations in AF 

using PI Analytics.   By doing so, we are able to run the model in real-time, using any newly observed 

sensor and settings values to warn us when a failure is anticipated and prevent unexpected shutdowns. 

In this part of the lab, we will be testing our predictive equations against the data we have already 

loaded in our PI system.  Remember, the analysis we did using R only involved 50 of the 100 engines in 

our sample dataset.  We have still not seen how well things will work with the remaining 50 engines.  To 

perform this test, we will use the backfill feature of PI Analytics to see if our equations will accurately 

predict an engine failure before it actually occurs.   

The predictive analytic equations developed in Part II of this lab have already been configured in the 

Engines AF model.   To see them, go into the “Library” section and select the “Engine” template. 
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In the “Analysis Template” tab, and you will see that three analyses have been added to this template.  

Selecting the “Engine Failure Prediction” analysis will take you to the screen shown below.  (Selecting 

each step of the analysis calculation will expand its view showing more detail.  

 

The failure prediction has three steps; 

1. Calculate of principal component 1, zpc1, using the equation derived from the R script in Part II 

of the lab.  

2. Calculate pcma3 - the three minute moving average of principal component 1,. 

3. If the moving average is above the threshold value of 6.5, set the predicted status tag to a digital 

state value of “Will Fail”.  Otherwise, set the predicted status value to “Ok”. 

In the “Library” section, we are viewing the Engine template.  The “Example Element” has been set to 

“Engine_1”.  Clicking on the Evaluate button will perform the analytic using data from the Engine_1 

element.  If you would like to evaluate the predictive analytic for other elements, navigate back to the 

“Elements” section of PI System Explorer and choose the “Analysis” tab from any engine element. 
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Now that we have reviewed the predictive calculation in PI Analytics and have evaluated it, we can now 

backfill the calculation for all 100 engines to see how well it works.  Again, the data for 50 of these 

engines was not included in our R analysis, so we need to verify that our methodology will work. 

It would be tedious to manage the analytics for 100 engines one-by-one so we will use the features of 

the “Analyses” section of PI System Explorer to make this much easier.   Select Analyses from the menu 

in the bottom left-hand corner of the PI System Explorer to get to the screen below. 

 

The Analysis view contains a complete tabular list of all the analytics configured for the Engines AF 

model.  From here, we can start, stop, or backfill selected groups of analytics.   

To start the Engine Failure Prediction, select the checkbox to the left of the “Status” column – this will 

select all the 100 engines.  Then click the “Start” link on the right.  The PI Analytics service will Start 

them all and you will see a green icon for each analytic in the “Status” column.   
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Once the analytics are all running, click the “Backfill” link to 

open the time range dialog.  Set the tie range to 21-Feb-2016 

12:00 am to 21-Feb-2016 7:00 am.   Click Queue to begin the 

backfilling process.  You will see progress bars appear for each 

analytic as the PI Analytics Service performs the calculation 

over the prescribed time range. 

 

 

 

 

 

Now, you can return to the “Elements” section of PI System Explorer to look at the results.  Use the 

Explorer’s trending tool to examine the data.  Select any engine and from its “Attributes” tab right-click 

on the “Predicted Status” and Trend it.  Close the trend window and right-click on the “Status” attribute 

and Add to Trend it.  For Engine 29 you will see the trend below.  Taking a closer look, you can see that 

our prediction comes a few minutes before the engine actually fails.  It works! 

 

You can confirm it by checking a few other engines in the above manner. 
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Appendix A:  Using Power BI to Evaluate the 
Predictive Model 

After we have configured and backfilled the engine failure prediction using PI Analytics, we would like to 

see if our predictive model will be effective in warning us of potential engine failure.  We would like to 

know how far in advance the predictive model first warns us of an eventual failure.  And we would like 

to do this for all 100 engines in an easy way. 

To accomplish this, we will use the PI Integrator for BA to create another text file containing the “Status” 

and “Predicted Status” attributes for all 100 engines over the entire time range.   The text file we create 

can be imported and quickly analyzed in a tool such as Microsoft Power BI Desktop. 

Return to Internet Explorer and access the PI Integrator for BA User Interface.  Create a new Asset View 

and give it a meaningful name like, “Failure Prediction Test”.   Select data from the “Engines” AF Model 

using the steps listed below,  

• Select “Engines” from the Database dropdown. 

• Select and drag element “Engine_1” to the “Asset Shape” area. 

• Select and drag attribute “Predicted Status” and drop it as a child to the “Engine_1” element in 

the “Shape Asset” area (position the cursor on top of “Engine_1” and observe the tooltip). 

• Repeat the step above for attribute “Status”. 

• Click the edit pencil next to element “Engine_1” in the “Asset Shape” area.  Uncheck the filter on 

“Asset Name” and check the filter on “Asset Template”.  This will expand our selection to 

include all 100 engines which have been derived from the “Engine” template in our AF database.  

 Once you complete these steps, the PI 

Integrator for BA User Interface should 

look like the one shown here. 
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With the data selection step complete, click Next in the upper right-hand corner of the page to move to 

the view modification step.  This time, we’re not going to remove the engine “Stopped” events, instead 

we will publish all the data for the entire time range.  We’ll let Power BI Desktop provide the data 

filtering functionality. 

On the “Modify View” page, set the time period for the publication to be between 2/21/16 12:00 AM to 

2/21/16 7:00:00 AM and click Apply.  You should see the results shown below. 

 

 

With the data selection step 

complete, click Next in the upper 

right-hand corner of the page to move 

to the publication step. For Target 

Configuration, click on the drop down 

and select Text File.  

Since we only need to perform a one-

time publish of this view, select Run 

Once. 

 

Click on Publish to get the PI Integrator to start publishing the dataset to a file.  You will have to Confirm 

that this is Ok.  Once the publication is complete, you will find the text file has been created in “C:\Data 

Science Lab” folder. 
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For the analysis, we will be using Microsoft Power BI Desktop.  To open it, click 

 

 

 

 

The first step is to import the text file we just created into Power BI Desktop.  From the top menu 

ribbon, click on “Get Data” to expose the dropdown shown at right below.  Select “More…” at the 

bottom of the list.  This will open the “Get Data” dialog where you can chose “Text” as you data source.  

Click Connect at the bottom to open the File Open window.  Navigate to the “C:\Data Science Lab” 

folder and select the file you published. 
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Once you open the text file, 

Power BI will present the 

data preview window. 

We would like to remove 

the blank values shown 

under “Predicted Status” 

and also the timestamp 

column.  To edit the dataset 

before we import it we’ll 

click on Edit.  (Clicking Load 

will bring the data directly 

in Power BI Desktop.) 

 

Once we click Edit, the Power BI Desktop Query Editor window is shown below. 
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Select the timestamp column and click the “Remove 

Columns” item in the menu ribbon.   Choose “Remove 

Columns” to take this colum out of our dataset.  

Note: This action does not affect the text file, it only 

instructs Power BI to not import this column from the 

text file. 

 

 

 

Select the “Predicted Status” column and 

click on the down arrow to expose the filter 

list shown below.  Uncheck the “(blank)” item 

to remove rows containing blank values of 

the Predicted Status.  

 

Note:  We are getting two blank values for the Predicted Status 

because our calculation fails for the first two minutes of the backfill 

time range since we are using a three minute moving average and 

there are missing values until we get to the third minute of the calculation.  

Referring back the screenshot at the top of this page, you will see that as you perform the steps above, 

they are recorded by the Query Editor in the “Applied Steps” window. 

 

We are now ready to import the edited dataset into Power BI Desktop.  

Select “Close & Apply” from the menu ribbon and select “Close & Apply”.  

Power BI will now import the dataset from the text file, applying the 

filtering steps you have specified. 

Once the data has been loaded, you will be returned to the Power BI 

Desktop reporting canvas shown below. 
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With the data loaded, we’re just a few simple steps to finishing our analysis.  In the 

“Fields” area at the right, expand the table to see the columns in you dataset.   

From the “Visualization” area, select the Clustered Column Chart.  To configure the 

chart, select, drag, and drop the “Engine” column into the “Axis” field.  Repeat this 

by placing the “Engine” column in the “Values” field.  You will notice that since this 

column contains text, the engine number, Power BI converts this to a record count.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taking a look at things, we see that we have a bar chart that shows the number of records for each 

engine in our dataset.  As expected, since we did not filter the publication to exclude times when the 

engine was “Stopped”, there are the same number for each engine.  Not too interesting.   

However, recognizing that each record represents one minute of operation, we can use some slicers, 

based on the “Status” and “Predicted Status” columns to finish the analysis.   
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What we are looking for is the amount of time (number of records) where the Predicted Status has a 

value of “Will Fail” and the “Status” is “Running.   Select the bar chart object handles and make some 

room in the reporting canvas for a couple of slicers. 

Select the “Predicted 

Status” column and 

drag it onto a free space 

on the canvas.  While 

it’s still selected, click 

on the Slicer to convert 

the list to a slicer visual 

object.   

Create a second slicer 

for the “Status” column. 

 

Rearranging the size of things and filtering the record counts (minutes) for each 

engine gives the analysis shown below.  In the upper right-hand corner of the 

bar chart, you can sort the data by “Count of Engine” to make things easier to 

assess. 

 

You can conclude that for Engine_16, we predicted that it will fail 17 minutes before it actually fails. 

And, similarly for the other engines.  

Also, since the bar chart is in descending sort order, we can also conclude that 17 minutes (or cycles) is 

the maximum.    

In the R session (Part II), we had seen similar results. 
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Appendix B:  Using PI WebAPI with R 

If you prefer, you can stay completely within the R environment – and read/write PI System data using 

PI WebAPI, available as part of the PI Developer technologies 

https://livelibrary.osisoft.com/LiveLibrary/web/ui.xql?action=html&resource=publist_home.html&filter

=developer 

As such, all the three parts, namely, Part I Extracting PI System data, Part II Predict Equipment Failure 

Using Statistical Analysis, and Part III Ready the Prediction for Deployment can all be done entirely using 

R and PI WebAPI.  

 

For more details, please refer to the R code samples in the files with “piwebapi” prefix in their names. 

The PI WebAPI approach is particularly useful when the predictive machine learning models are complex 

– such as those based on decision trees, neural net etc. and hence cannot be deployed using PI AF 

Analysis. 
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Appendix C: Follow-up questions from Part II 

Follow up questions 

How will you improve the prediction? What other criteria besides “threshold for PC1 – three moving 

average” can you use?  

Is the selection for the training data set i.e. engines with odd ids the best technique or can you suggest a 

better criteria? 

In this lab, we use only PC1; how will you incorporate PC2 - will it improve your prediction? 

Which variables have the most influence on PC1 (and PC2) - and in what proportion? 

What other statistical or machine learning approach can you use to predict engine failure? 

Why does the PCA approach work so well in this use case? 
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